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Brand: Toku Product Code: MI42EFL

1" IND STRAIGHT IMPACT WRENCH EXT ANVIL
1" Square drive rear handle impact wrench, made in Japan. This tool features a unique
Cold Forged Twin Hammer mechanism making it far superior to any other on the
market in its class. This is the big brother to the MI38 series and comes with
unmatched power, weight and most importantly durability.

This product is an industry favourite due to its lightweight and high power, coupled with
the safety internal trigger. It is both lightweight and very well balanced, which helps to
reduce any RSI complaints - a great OH&S feature!

Features:
* Cold Forged Twin Hammer - far superior durability
* Lightweight
* Well balanced
* Safety Inside Trigger
* 4 step speed control
* Solid and easy to operate forward/reverse switch

This tool has proven itself as a great all round 1" impact wrench used in tyre shops,
vehicle service, heavy manufacturing, construction, mining and offshore industries to
name a few. 

The anvil comes with both ring and hole socket retaining system, further adding to the
flexibility of this tool. This tool will be sure to please - we are confident of this!

Specifications

Bolt Size 42 mm

Center Height 55 mm

Free Speed 3,900 rpm

Hose Size 1/2"

Net Weight 10.6 kg

Overall Length 519 mm

Square Drive 1"

Thread Size 1/2" Female

Torque -
Ultimate 3,132 Nm (2,310 ft/lbs)

Torque Range 495 - 1,763 Nm (365 -1,300
ft/lbs)
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This model has an extended anvil.

Attachments
MI42EFL Spare Parts List_TKI08
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